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   preet jain, Haryana, India  
  Informações do Revendedor

Nome: Delhi Escorts
País: India
Estado /
Região /
Província:

Haryana

Cidade:

Detalhes do perfil

  Sobre mim
Nome: preet jain
Idade: 29
Sexualidad: Bissexual
Color de los ojos: Moreno
Color de pelo: Marrón claro
Altura: 5.7 cm
Peso: 50 kg
Busto-Cintura-Quadril: 32/36/34
Adicionado: há 4 anos
Servicio para:: Mujer
Sobre mim:
Delhi Escorts Service has a large selection of gorgeous girls throughout the Delhi and NCR. These girls
are always ready to offer the companionship you seek for. It is strongly recommended to check out
individual profiles on our website, where you can get more specific and finer details. The details of the
bombshells provided here are correct, genuine and adequate to help you making the proper assessment
and selection. So, log on to Delhi Escorts Service now and get your dream girl. Many of these escorts take
a fewer bookings as compared to other escorts. But these are pricy escorts, who prefer highly placed
clients only. A few of these escorts, who are ramp models too have won a few contests. Being charming
girls with splendid beauty, they deserve a little higher price. These girls are all you need. Their
companionship will take you to the place, where you really deserve to be. 
 

  Servicio de acompañantes
tipo de sexo: Nivel A (Sexo anal)
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sexo oral: DT (Garganta Profunda)
BDSM: Esclavo BDSM
Masaje: Masaje Profesional
Fisting: FUTB (dedo en el trasero)
Además: COB (vamos cuerpo)
Servicios:
Delhi Escorts Service has a large selection of gorgeous girls throughout the Delhi and NCR. These girls
are always ready to offer the companionship you seek for. It is strongly recommended to check out
individual profiles on our website, where you can get more specific and finer details. The details of the
bombshells provided here are correct, genuine and adequate to help you making the proper assessment
and selection. So, log on to Delhi Escorts Service now and get your dream girl. Many of these escorts take
a fewer bookings as compared to other escorts. But these are pricy escorts, who prefer highly placed
clients only. A few of these escorts, who are ramp models too have won a few contests. Being charming
girls with splendid beauty, they deserve a little higher price. These girls are all you need. Their
companionship will take you to the place, where you really deserve to be.

  Solicitar detalhes
País: India
Estado / Região / Província: Haryana
Cidade: Haryana
Número de telefone: +8800 (6681) 23-
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